PLANT SPIRIT
SUMMER SCHOOL
P L A NT WI S DO M T R A I NI NG
J U L Y 8 2 0 2 2 T O J U L Y 1 3 2 0 2 2

L E T T HE P O WE R O F P L A NT S
T A K E R O O T &
G U I D E Y O U T O R E C L A I M
Y O U R T R U E NA T U R E &
I NNA T E HE A L I NG G I F T S

ARE YOU A
GARDENER, HERBALIST,
NATURE LOVER OR
WELLNESS PROFESSIONAL
WHO LOVES PLANTS AND
DESIRES TO…
Learn more about the
energy of plants and plant
consciousness?
Understand how to
communicate directly with
plants?
Trust your intuitive gifts
more deeply?
Feel more grounded and
supported by the world with
deeper sense of
compassion?
Create a life with more
meaning, peace and
connection?
If so, retreat into the sacred
botanical garden space of
Gardener's Cottage.
Join us and meet the plants to play and immerse yourself in
the transformative power of the green kingdom.

T H E S U M M E R S C H O O L
I S S T E E P E D I N
Y E A R S O F T E A C H I N G
R E I K I , S H A M A N I C
P R A C T I C E A N D
P L A N T M E D I C I N E

LEARN HOW TO COLLABORATE
WITH THE WISDOM OF NATURE
This 3 or 6 day practical immersion will guide you on an experiential
journey in which you will learn from the plants themselves.
You may naturally find yourself healing blocks, gaining confidence, trusting
your intuition more, enhancing what you innately know and feeling ready to
bring out this wisdom to benefit yourself and those around you.
The Summer School offers support and facilitation to deepen your
connection to your intuition and the plants and elements of nature that
surround you. Part one of the Summer School will help you immerse
yourself in the language of nature and your intuitive senses to meet plant
allies to assist your personal healing.
Part two will teach you how to weave the plants into your current practice
to bring the healing power of nature into your work to benefit you and your
clients. It will bring clarity to your soul calling and help you reclaim your
power to embrace the way nature's intelligence expresses itself through
you.
For Reiki Level two practitioners, on completion of the full summer school
together with relevant case studies, you may obtain certification as a Plant
Spirit Reiki Practitioner if you wish.
If the plants are calling to you, the time is now!

WHAT'S INVOLVED?
The Plant Spirit Summer School
Part 1 is an opportunity to:
Disconnect from your regular life and
immerse yourself in a botanical garden
space
Communicate directly with plants and
learn about their innate nature
Understand the language of plant
consciousness
Understand and work with your intuitive
gifts more deeply
Make flower essences for personal
emotional and energetic healing
Learn about key herbal and plant allies,
herbal actions and preparations.

PART 1 INCLUDES:
15 hours over 3 Days of practical teaching and plant immersion exercises.
two lunches and one evening meal.
All learning materials
Group work, self-study, essence making and solo plant exercises.

THIS IS FOR:
Anyone with an interest in plants, plant consciousness and connecting with
plants on a deeper level.
Anyone familiar with Fay's work or books.

WHAT'S INVOLVED?
The Plant Spirit Summer School
Part 2 is an opportunity to:
Develop your plant relationships on a
deeper level as helpers for your Reiki
practice or other client practice.
Learn how to bring intuitive plant
medicine into your professional practice
to help clients experience the healing
power of plants and nature.
Discover the healing benefits of trees,
herbs and flowers so that you can bring
this medicine into your Reiki practice
and offer it to your clients.
Learn more about herbal remedies,
flower essences and essential oils so
that you can confidently select plant
medicines and basic applications.
Feel connected, grounded and
supported on your path and are able to

PART 2 INCLUDES:

make clear decisions about your journey.

25 hours over four days of practical teaching and plant immersion
exercises.
four lunches and three evening meals.
All learning materials
Three online follow up classes over August, September and October.
Partner work, self-study, medicine making and solo plant exercises,
Opportunity for Certification as a Plant Spirit Reiki Practitioner (on receipt of
acceptable case studies

THIS IS FOR:
Health and well being professionals wishing to work with plants in their practice.
Reiki Level 2 practitioners or above who are interested in Plant Spirit Reiki
Practitioner Training

SUMMER SCHOOL TEACHING DATES
Part 1:
Day 1: July 8

7-9pm

Day 2: July 9

10 – 6pm

Day 3: July 10

10 -3pm

Part 2:
Day 1: July 10

4-6pm

Day 2: July 11

10 – 6pm

Day 3: July 12 10 - 6pm
Day 4: July 13

10 -3pm

Plus: Three online classes over August, September and October.
Dates TBC
(Timings are approximate to help you plan your time and travel. All timings are
subject to change)
It is only possible to participant in Part 2 if you have completed part 1.
BONUS - as a participant of the summer school part 1 and part 2 you will be given
access to the online course Plants that Speak and Plant Spirit Reiki. (value £250)

SUMMER SCHOOL LOCATION
The Summer School takes place at
Gardener's Cottage at Crombie
Point in Fife, Scotland.
Getting here Options
Fly to Edinburgh – Edinburgh airport is
30 minutes away.
Train to Edinburgh Waverley – We are
located 45 minutes drive from
Edinburgh city centre. You can take a
train from Edinburgh to Rosyth,
Dunfermline or Inverkeithing and then a
taxi. OR you can take a bus from Princes
St to the Ferrytoll park and ride.
If you have your own transport we can
provide you with exact directions.

Accommodation is not included in the fees for the summer
school.
Many options are available including a few shared places on site please ask
us on booking.
Look at booking.com, trip Advisor or AirBNB websites.
Nearby villages (10 minutes drive): Limekilns, Charlestown, Culross,
Crossford or the larger town of Dunfermline.

PAYMENT OPTIONS
PART 1 ONLY
July 8 - July 10
Teaching and materials
2 lunches, 1 dinner and
herbal teas.

DEPOSIT DUE:
£100

EARLY BIRD:
£285
(IN FULL BY MAY 20)
£350 (AFTER MAY 20):

PART 1 & PART 2 TOGETHER
July 8 - July 13
Teaching and materials
5 lunches, 4 dinners and herbal
teas.
3 follow up online classes.
Plus BONUS access to 2 online

EARLY BIRD:
£900
(IN FULL BY MAY 20)

courses (value £250)

DEPOSIT DUE:
£200

£1100 (AFTER MAY 20):

Need a payment plan? ASK

Y O U R
T E A C HE R &
F O U ND E R O F
T HE P L A NT
S P I R I T R E I K I
S C HO O L
Over 20 years of Reiki connection plus more than 10 years of Shamanic
practice, herbal training and passion for plants is brought together in this
year training for the first time ever.
Plant Spirit Reiki is a natural progression of my Reiki and Shamanic
teachings woven together with the guidance and power of the green
kingdom. The plants have brought me here and it’s now time to deepen the
journey so that the teachings from Reiki, the earth and the plants can come
forward through me and those who participate in this training. This is a new
chapter for my Reiki practice and this training is the doorway for all those
earth conscious healers who are willing and ready to make it their own.
If your practice or the plant whispers are calling you to go deeper and you
would like to work with me on this training, to deeply listen and be inspired
on a journey that will transform you, then get in touch at
fay@fayjohnstone.com to arrange a zoom call in which I can answer your
questions.
There are 8 places open, is one of them yours?

WHAT ARE THE
PLANTS CALLING
YOU TO DO?
HOW CAN YOU BRING
THEIR POWER TO BENEFIT
YOUR PROFESSIONAL
PRACTICE AND
COMMUNITY?
WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO
STEP INTO THE ROLE THAT
THE EARTH NEEDS YOU
FOR?
WWW.FAYJOHNSTONE.COM

